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Wednesday 18th April, 2018

MEDIA RELEASE: THREE CONFIRMS FULL CAST LINE-UP FOR DANCING WITH THE STARS 2018

Prepare for sequins, shimmies and a whole lot of spray tans, because Dancing With The Stars premieres Sunday 29 April, 7pm on Three, hosted by Dai Henwood and Sharyn Casey.

This season has more contestants and more dancing than ever before, with LIVE shows on Sundays and Mondays. There will be contestants gracing the dance floor on both nights.

2018's contestants competing for the coveted mirror-ball trophy - and of course their chosen charities - are David Seymour, Gilda Kirkpatrick, Robert Rakete, Jess Quinn, Chris Harris, Marama Fox, Roger Farrelly, Sam Hayes, Zac Franich, Shavaughn Ruakere, Suzy Cato and Naz Khanjani.

The professional dancers guiding them along their journeys are Aaron Gilmore, Amelia McGregor, Brad Coleman, Carol-Ann Hanna, Enrique Johns, Jonny Williams, Kristie Williams, Matt Tatton-Brown, Nicole Harrington, Shae Mountain, Tim Mullayanov and Vanessa Cole. The pairings will be revealed in the first episode.

Each contestant and their dance partner will perform live in front of the nation twice before the first elimination, and will be hoping to wow the viewers as well as the all-new judging panel of Camilla Sacre-Dallerup, Julz Tocker and Rachel White.

Those sitting at home watching also have a big part to play, as the fate of each contestant is up to not only the judges, but also the public who can vote for their favourite celebrity via text. The net proceeds from every text vote will be donated to a variety of charities.

Fans will also get a chance to be part of the live audience, so keep an eye on social media and ThreeNow for more information - tickets get snapped up fast!

Dancing With The Stars premieres Sunday 29 April at 7pm, and continues Monday 30 April at 7.30pm on Three. Episodes will also be available on ThreeNow.

For more information, please click HERE for the media kit.

-ENDS-

Dancing With The Stars is a format created and distributed by BBC Studios.

MediaWorks is New Zealand’s largest independent broadcaster, reaching 4.29 million Kiwis through its TV, Radio and Digital platforms. The company owns and operates television channels Three and The Edge TV; radio brands The Edge, The Rock, More FM, The Breeze, The Sound, Mai FM, George FM, Magic, and RadioLIVE; a network of websites including newshub.co.nz and
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